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Preparing the Cabinet

INSPECTION
After uncrating, inspect your back bar for concealed damage.
If damaged save the crating material, contact the delivering
freight company immediately and file a claim for concealed
damages. The delivering carrier is responsible for all losses
sustained in shipment.

PLACING THE CABINET
Within the limits of good operating practices, Back Bars can be
installed in a convenient location for the operator. Cabinet must
be level at time of installation.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
This back bar must be connected to a separately fused power
source (See Electrical Specification Plate) and grounded in
accordance with National and Local Electrical Codes. Caution:
Do not attempt to operate the equipment on any other power
source than listed on the Electricial Specification plate.
.
REFRIGERATION
Back Bars are designed for normal temperature applications,
34o F. to 40o F. Evaporators are self-defrosting in this temperature
range. Fan Motors should run continuously (See Wiring Diagram).

CONDENSATE DRAIN LINE - Remote Models
The 1/2" condensate drain line furnished with the back bar must
be removed and cleaned periodically. Do not attach this line
permanently to existing plumbing. Instead, the plumber should
provide a "funnel" connection between the condensate drain
and cabinet drain making it possible to manually remove the
condensate drain for cleaning as necessary.

DOORS
Doors are adjusted at the factory to ensure a perfect seal at
time of shipment. Doors are not interchangeable. If removed
from the cabinet, replace in same door opening.

CLEANING
Exterior: Clean with soft cloth, mild detergent and warm water.
Interior: Use a solution of one teaspoon baking soda to one
quart of warm water.

WARRANTY
Perlick Back Bars are fully guaranteed against defects in both
material and workmanship for a period of one year from the date
of purchase. Defective parts must be returned to Perlick,
freight prepaid. Parts found defective upon inspection will be
replaced on a no-charge basis, F.O.B. our factory. Perlick is
not responsible for parts damaged by alteration, unauthorized
service, accident or abuse.

SEALING THE CABINET TO THE FLOOR
For sanitation purposes, it may be necessary to seal the base
of the cabinet to the floor. This can be accomplished by laying
a bead of silicone sealant along the base of the cabinet as
shown.

FIELD LAMINATING DOORS
Surfaces to be laminated must be free of dirt and grease. Rough
up surface with sandpaper for a better bond.
IMPORTANT: Doors and hardware are not interchangeable.
Identify each doors position on the cabinet prior to removing
it. Doors must be replaced in their original position. Hardware
must also be replaced on the door from which it was taken.

To Laminate:
l Take off bottom hinge bracket to remove door. Door will slip

free from the hinge bracket at the top of the door. Be careful
not to lose ball bearings on the lower hinge. Note: Do not
remove the top hinge bracket secured to the cabinet.

l Remove door hinges from door (top and bottom).
Note: There are 1/16" shims between hinge brackets at both
top and bottom edge of doors. These shims are temporary
spacers and can be discarded when high pressure laminate
is applied. Reassemble the 1/32" shims located between
hinge and door panel on back of door after laminating.

l Remove door handle. Screws are accessible by
folding door gasket out of the way.

l Rough up face of door with sandpaper for a better bond.
l Apply high pressure laminate to door face and four

edges.
l Reassemble handle. Using a  3/16" diameter drill bit, drill

through laminate using existing holes as guides.
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ADJUSTABLE
LEGS
To install, lay cabinet
on its back. Required
fastener holes have
been predrilled at the
factory.

NOTE: NSF requires legs to be
adjusted to ensure a minimum of six
inches of unobstructed clearance
beneath the cabinet.


